CHI-DESIGN: “UP WE GO”.
CONCEPT TEXT

DIAGRAMS

The new center for architecture, design and education is
a celebration of the American skyscraper. The skyscraper
is in America a symbol for ‘The sky is the limit’. We wanted
to reinterpreted the traditional skyscraper built-up and
bring it into the 21th century. We extracted the different
elements of the skyscraper, such as the skin, core and
interior spaces and reconfigured a alternative version
with these elements. We believe that this alternative
version offers more freedom. By bringing the coreelements outside the building we create fully flexible floor
spaces. In the past many architects already
experimented with this and it has proven his value.
By lifting the building up in the air, we receive a covered
plaza. This plaza gives extra breathing space to the
building block. Suddenly the building becomes accessible from four sides. The back alleys are not alleys
anymore, they are part of the plaza and the building. All
the users enter the building in an underground space.
The student spaces are in between the public spaces. On
the ground floor we have the entrance- and the exhibit
spaces. On the top we have a roof garden/deck and a
shared restaurant/cafe. In the middle we have learning
spaces, auditorium, gym and performance spaces and
the administration.
We believe that this building with his simple appearance
offers a complex and interesting interior worth while
visiting.
VISUALS

1.

Programmatic volume

2.

Traditional built up of a building

3.

Move the core to the edge for
maximum floor efficiency and
flexibility

4.

Strategic repostioning the different 		
cores

5.

Lifting the building to create an
urban plaza & the roof receives a 		
green roofdeck

6.

Program

7.

Circulation
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8.

Interior spaces

